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To enhance light harvesting in organic photovoltaic devices, we propose the incorporation of a metal
�aluminum� mask film in the system’s usual layout. We fabricate devices in a sandwich geometry,
where the mask �nanoindented with a periodic array of holes of sizes d and spacing s� is added
between the transparent electrode and the active layer formed by a blend of the semiconducting
polymer P3HT and substituted fullerene. Its function is to promote trapping of the incident light into
the device’s cavity �the region corresponding to the active layer�. For d, we set a value that allows
light diffraction through the holes in the relevant absorption range of the polymer. To optimize the
mask structure, we consider a very simple model to determine the s leading to trapped fields that are
relatively intense and homogeneous within the device. From measurements of the action spectra, we
show that, indeed, such architecture can considerably improve the resulting photocurrent
efficiencies—one order of magnitude in the best situation studied. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2968250�

I. INTRODUCTION

Conjugated polymers generally present high absorption,
an important feature for their use as an active layer in pho-
tovoltaic devices.1,2 However, the mechanisms3 involved in
the photocurrent creation �the necessity of the formed exci-
ton to undergo charge dissociation instead of dissipative re-
combination� and the system transport properties �e.g., low
mobility of the charges� set limits for the device thickness.
Such restriction causes a reduction in the amount of absorbed
light, consequently decreasing the photocurrent.

There are different ways to overcome the problem. One
idea is to increase the excitons’ dissociation rates by increas-
ing the number of donorlike or acceptorlike interfaces
through building of devices with multiple or highly folded
interfaces.4,5 Another possibility is to improve the light har-
vesting itself. For that, some methods have been investi-
gated. Two very explored approaches are �i� to obtain higher
efficiencies in light absorption by directly “engineering” the
active layer, e.g., through doping,6 molecular blends,7 among
others, and �ii� to enhance the quantity of light in the system
active region by incorporating optical elements in the de-
vice’s architecture as, for instance, photonic crystals,8

microlenses,9 scattering layers,10 dielectric mirrors,11

gratings,12 and folding substrates,13 to cite just a few.
Along line �ii� discussed above, a particularly good pro-

cedure for the case of thin cell geometries is to make the
incident photons follow a multiple passes “trajectory” within
the light absorbing organic layer.14 Usually, the setups de-
vised for so14–16 are based on some light trapping structure.

Here we show that by adding a very simple structure—a
metal mask—to the traditional layout of an organic photo-
voltaic device, we can achieve the mentioned multiple passes
in the polymer layer with a consequent growth of the photo-
current. The metal mask is just an aluminum film with a
regular array of holes �building up from a nanoindenter�,
disposed between the transparent electrode �fluorine doped
tin oxide �FTO�� and the polymer layer.

The present work is organized as the following. We first
show a series of experimental studies in order to determine
the ideal indentation charges as function of the metal mask
thickness leading to holes with the appropriate size of about
500 nm for our applications �the wavelength range that the
polymer in the devices absorbs is 450–700 nm�. Then, we
use a straightforward model to calculate the optimal dis-
tances between the holes to get a uniform distribution of
light in the system’s “cavity” �the whole region between the
metal mask and the top electrode�, which, in the final device,
should correspond to the space filled with the polymer. Fi-
nally, we fabricate different samples and perform measure-
ments of J as a function of the incident light �. We find that
for particular values of the mask relevant parameters �pre-
dicted by the simulations�, indeed, the resulting photocur-
rents are much higher than those observed for similar devices
but with no masks.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The devices were fabricated in a sandwich geometry us-
ing FTO �Flexitec Ltd.� and aluminum as electrodes. The
active layer was a blend of a donor, the semiconducting poly-
mer poly�3-hexylthiophene� �P3HT� from Aldrich �5 mg/ml�,
and an acceptor, the molecule �6,6�-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
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methyl ester �PCBM�,17 both dissolved in chloroform with a
ratio of 1:1. The solution was cast onto either patterned-
aluminum/FTO/glass �for devices with mask� or FTO/glass
�for devices with no mask� substrates, allowing the formation
of layers thick enough to prevent short circuit between the
electrodes. After 30 min, the film was dry and presented very
good quality. The aluminum top electrode was deposited by
e-beam evaporation. The structures of the devices are pre-
sented in Fig. 1.

The FTO �500 nm�/glass substrates were cut in pieces of
15�10 mm2 and arranged to leave areas of 2�1 mm2 that
became the devices bottom electrode, having connections
with pads for electrical measurements. Onto them �in the
case of mask devices�, aluminum has been vacuum evapo-
rated through a shadow mask forming an aluminum film cov-
ering the whole 2�1 mm2 area of the FTO.

The holes in this aluminum/FTO/glass structure, hereaf-
ter called the mask film, were produced with the indentation
technique.18 The indentations were made using a nanoin-
denter XP �MTS Nanoinstruments� with a Berkovich in-
denter. The equipment performs the indentations by control-
ling the applied load with a resolution better than 1 �N. The
displacement of the indenter tip into the surface are deter-
mined with resolution better than 1 nm. The Berkovich dia-
mond tip has a triangular pyramidal shape of faces forming
an angle of 65.3° with the vertical axis. The applied loads
were between 20 and 100 mN.

For each device sample, a 20�8 matrix of indentation
holes was made in the aluminum of the mask film. The
atomic force microscopy �AFM� image of these indentations
was generated in dynamic mode and with a silicon probe
from a Shimadzu SPM 9500J3. The size and depth of the
indentations were determined from such images. Also, im-
ages of the indentation matrices were obtained by optical
microscopy. The devices with and without a mask were then
electro-optically characterized through measurements of the
photocurrent �at zero bias� versus the wavelengths of the
incident light. The monochromatic light �of wavelengths be-
tween 300 and 800 nm� was generated by a tungsten halogen
lamp from an Oriel MS257 monochromator. The photocur-
rents at zero bias were measured with a Keithley picoamp-
meter. Both equipments were connected to a homemade
SICADI program data process system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optimum wavelength for the P3HT:PCBM blend ab-
sorption is 550 nm.19 Hence, we have performed a series of
tests with the nanoindenter in order to produce holes of
transversal size d at the aluminum/FTO interface �see inset
of Fig. 2� of around 500 nm.20 We have found that the ap-
propriate maximum loads to be applied depend not trivially
on the thickness of the aluminum in the mask. In fact, the
influence of the substrate �FTO� is very important. Note that
the hardness of the FTO is higher than that of aluminum.
Thus, thinner films demand greater maximum loads than
thicker aluminum films, a not so obvious result at first sight.

A typical load versus the displacement curve is shown in
Fig. 2 �for a maximum load of 100 mN�. From the graph, we
can observe an elastic recovery during unloading. The inden-
tation depth after unloading hf �inset of Fig. 2� can be deter-
mined from the load-displacement data. However, more pre-
cise values are obtained directly from the AFM images of the
indentation matrices, an example is displayed in Fig. 3. So,
we have used the AFM cross section profile images to deter-
mine the holes dimensions.

Once the best maximum load for a given thickness have
been determined, we fabricated the mask films by indenting
the holes in a regular arrangement, a square lattice of lattice
parameter s. We should observe that the used nanoidenter

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the photovoltaic devices sandwich
structure: the traditional setup, where the active layer �P3HT:PCBM �1:1�� is
between the FTO and aluminum electrodes, and the version with the in-
dented mask between the active layer and the FTO.

FTO

Al
hf

d

FIG. 2. A typical load vs displacement curve. Here for a 60 nm aluminum
film in the mask and a maximum load of 100 mN. The inset shows a
schematic transversal view of an indentation, producing a hole characterized
by the depth hf and the lateral size at the Al/FTO interface d.
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allowed a good control over the distance s between the holes.
Figure 4 shows an indentation matrix with 160�20�8� in-
dentations, made for a maximum load of 100 mN and s
=25 �m, then 50 times the hole transverse size d
=500 nm.

A key aspect in our goal to trap the light within the
device to improve light harvesting is to properly choose the
values of s based on a compromise to get as much light as
possible into the active polymer layer and, once there, to
minimize the escape of photons from the region. Such type
of strategy has been successfully used in Ref. 14 by means of
a metallic film with a single aperture �hole� placed on top of
the glass substrate. In the present contribution, the idea is
that with an array of holes mask, we can drastically increase
the availability of incident light. Indeed, it is known that
under appropriate conditions, light transmission through a
periodic structure of holes in a metallic film can be very
high.21–23 On the other hand, if the holes are not located too
close together, we also can hinder an appreciable “leaked”
from the system cavity. The sought situation is schematically
represented in Fig. 5�a�.

Therefore, we shall look for s leading to an adequate
field distribution �i.e., reasonable intense and homogeneous�
in the cavity. We observe that for so we do not need a very
detailed and precise description of the field for each s, but
only to determine relatively which s results in the optimal
outcome. Thus, we can make some reasonable approxima-

tions that strongly reduce the calculations, avoiding the ne-
cessity of more complete and sophisticated, but more com-
plicated, theoretical approaches like that developed in Ref.
23.

In this way, as discussed in the Appendix, we can ad-
dress an associated and much simpler two-dimensional �2D�
scattering problem of a plane wave of wavelength � propa-
gating along the +z direction, incident on the holes structure
�depicted in Fig. 5�a��, and then forming a steady state pat-
tern within the cavity. This scalar field ��x ,z� obeys the
Helmholtz equation �2��x ,z�+k2��x ,z�=0 for k=2� /�,
and satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions both in the
walls of the mask and in the reflective plate �in the device,
the top aluminum electrode�. It is easily treated by the so-
called boundary wall method,24 an approach already used to
study, e.g., open resonators,25 photonic crystals,26 and quan-
tum wires.27 For a complete account of how to implement
the method numerically, one can see Ref. 28.

In Fig. 5�c� we display, for some representative s �in
units of d�, the corresponding square of the field intensities

FIG. 3. AFM image of a squared matrix �30�30 �m2� of nanoindented
holes made in the aluminum film �320 nm�/FTO/glass mask. Applied maxi-
mum load of 100 mN and s=7.5 �m.

P3HT:PCBM/Al/FTO/glass

P3HT:PCBM/glass

FIG. 4. An optical microscopy image of a device �before the top electrode
deposition�, showing in detail the indentation 20�8 matrix with s
=25 �m.

reflective mask

reflective plate

dincident light

s

region of the active layer
multiple passes (reflections)

(a)

(b)

(c)

d

d

x

z

FIG. 5. �a� Schematic representation of the light behavior in the x-z plane
section of the device. �c� Density plots of the simulated field distributions, in
the region �around a mask hole� indicated in �b�, for an incident plane wave
of �=d=500 nm. The panels represent anticlockwise �from top-left�: s
=15�d, s=40�d, s=50�d, and s=30�d.
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���x ,z��2 in the region indicated in Fig. 5�b�. As the incident
wavenumber we take �=d. Since the active layer has a thick-
ness of 500 nm in all the actually produced samples, we
assume in the calculations that the distance between the re-
flective mask and plate �Fig. 5�a�� is also d. We clearly see
that by varying s, one has different field distributions in the
cavity. From many simulations, we have found that for our
purposes, s=15� is the best geometric configuration for the
device mask. Hence, we should expect higher efficiencies in
this case, which is exactly what we verify next.

To test the performance of the proposed devices, we
have produced a total of five samples. One, for comparison,
is the usual case without a mask and the others with masks of
different s and aluminum film thicknesses. The systems pa-
rameter values are summarized in Table I. We should men-
tion that all the samples have been fabricated in a similar
way and with the same polymer thickness of 500 nm. Also,
the results were reproducible.

For each device, we have measured the photocurrent
density as a function of the incident monochromatic light
wavelength �. In Fig. 6�a� we show the curves for the plain
�no mask� case and for the mask film devices with s=40
�d �aluminum film thickness of 320 nm�, s=50�d �alumi-
num film thickness of 60 nm�, and s=100�d �and aluminum
film thickness of 60 nm�. For ��400 nm, we see that the
device with s=50�d always presents the higher photocur-

rents. Moreover, if we consider only the most important in-
terval for the polymer absorption 450���700 nm, the s
=40�d sample is, in average, also better than the conven-
tional device �just compare the areas under the curves in the
mentioned wavelength range�. On the other hand, for the s
=100�d device the efficiency is much lower. Qualitatively,
it is easy to understand from the fact that for such s value,
large regions of the active layer are not illuminated and this
is not compensated by eventual constructive interference en-
hancing the amount of light within the cavity nearby the
holes locations.

In Fig. 6�b� we display the Jsc�� curves for the plain
device of Fig. 6�a� and for the device with s=15�d �and
aluminum film thickness of 320 nm�. The plot actually
agrees with the theoretical prediction that for this particular s
size the photocurrent is considerably increased by one order
of magnitude for � around the active layer optimal wave-
length absorption �of 550 nm�. So, a constructive interfer-
ence generating a trapped and relatively well distributed field
inside the device cavity �Fig. 5�c�, top-left panel�, in fact,
greatly improves the system efficiency.

Regarding the observed behaviors in Fig. 6, three final
comments are in order. �i� The sample with s=50�d is ob-
viously better than that with s=40�d. From a rapid inspec-
tion in the density plots of Fig. 5�c�, it seems that these two
cases have fairly similar field distributions within the device
cavity. However, an accurate and detailed calculation of the
field � in the vicinity of the holes �what we have done, but
do not show the numerics here� leads to the conclusion that
for s=50�d, the field is a little higher and more homoge-
neously distributed in these regions, thus explaining the effi-
ciencies’ difference. �ii� As it should be from the
simulations— which we recall are based only on the varia-
tions in the parameters s and d—we find that the s=15�d
device �fabricated with an aluminum film of 320 nm� has a
better performance than that with s=50�d �fabricated with
an aluminum film of 60 nm�. It is worth noting, however,
that both curves have very similar general shapes �indeed,
see the corresponding graphs in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��, even
though the mask films have different thicknesses. By its turn,
the sample with s=50�d is better than the one with s=40
�d �fabricated with an aluminum film of 320 nm�. So, all
these results are an indication that the most important feature
for the system efficiencies is the actual value of s �and of d�,
and not the exact thickness of the aluminum film used, at
least in the range tested of 60–320 nm. �iii� Lastly, we have

TABLE I. Parameters of the different device samples.

Sample Al thickness Load Spacing between Dimensions of the s /d
�nm� �mN� indentations s holes at the Al/FTO

��m� interface d
�nm�

1 60 100 25 �500 50
2 60 100 50 �500 100
3 320 20 7.5 �500 15
4 320 20 20 �500 40
5 no mask ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

0

2×10
-3

4×10
-3

6×10
-3

300 400 500 600 700 800
0

2×10
-2

4×10
-2

6×10
-2

λ (nm)

(b)

(a)

µ
2

J
(

A
/c

m
)

sc

FIG. 6. The photocurrent density vs the incident light wavelength. All the
devices have the same active layer thickness. �a� Devices with s=40�d
=20 �m and a mask of a 320 nm thick aluminum film �triangle�; s=50
�d=25 �m and a mask of a 60 nm thick aluminum film �diamond�; and
s=100�d=50 �m and a mask of a 60 nm thick aluminum film �circle�. �b�
Device with s=15�d=7.5 �m and a mask of a 320 nm thick aluminum
film �square�. For comparison, in both plots the curve �+� represents the
device without any mask.
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performed simulations for s�10�d, finding that some s val-
ues may also give good field distribution inside the cavity.
Nevertheless, in such cases, very small variations in either s
or d can completely destroy the constructive interference pat-
terns. Thus, in principle, one can produce devices with en-
hanced performances for s smaller than 10�d, but then the
mask film fabrication procedure should be very well con-
trolled.

IV. REMARKS AND CONCLUSION

In summary, to promote light trapping in organic photo-
voltaic devices, we have used metal mask films with in-
dented holes of chosen size d and spacing s. For d, we have
set a value close to the P3HT:PCBM maximum absorption
wavelength. This has allowed relevant light diffraction
�through the mask holes� exactly in the absorption spectrum
interval of the system active layer. To investigate the influ-
ence of s on the field distribution inside the device cavity, we
have considered a very simple model. Based on it, we have
then fabricated devices with different holes spacing values,
also characterizing their action spectra. In the cases where
the simulations predicted a good field distribution, the corre-
sponding Jsc�� curves indeed have shown higher photocur-
rents than those for the traditional device �i.e., only with
transparent electrode and no mask�.

Our theoretical analysis focused on just the geometrical
aspects of the device cavity, not taking into account the op-
tical properties of the active layer filling the cavity. Thus,
assuming only the empty device structure by means of
straightforward and reasonable assumptions, we have drasti-
cally reduced the numerical work necessary to obtain the
sought field patterns. In fact, we have not addressed the full
set of three-dimensional Maxwell equations for the electro-
magnetic field, but instead we solved a 2D scalar Helmholtz
equation in analogy to what is done for the TE modes calcu-
lations in certain optical structures �Appendix�. Even with
such simplifications, we have been able to find appropriate s
values leading to enhanced efficiencies; in the best case, one
order of magnitude higher than that of a usual device. Nev-
ertheless, the use of more complete theoretical
approaches,22,23 including a correct description of light
propagation and attenuation within the active layer,2,29 to
treat the filled device cavity certainly would “refine” the ob-
tention of the optimal parameters values. It is a work in
progress and the results will be reported in due course.

Regarding the possible effects of nanoindented elec-
trodes on the device active layer charge transport features,
we shall comment the following. The metal in the mask,
aluminum, has a work function ��4.3 eV� which is close to
that of the FTO ��4.4–4.8 eV�. Therefore, the mask does
not modify sensibly the injection. On the other hand, the
holes could eventually influence the polymer morphology at
the electrode/polymer interface �but only locally, since the
total area of the holes is much smaller than the total area of
the electrode�. However, we have verified that the J�V
curves at the dark, for devices with and without masks, are
very similar, with a same magnitude for J. So, the holes
modify the photocurrent but not the current in the dark. This

is an indication that the masks with nanoindented holes have
not importantly changed the transport properties in our sys-
tems.

Finally, we should observe the conductivity of the alu-
minum film with holes is higher than that of transparent ox-
ides �FTO�. In this way, eventually, an indented metal mask
film �without the present expensive transparent electrode� it-
self could act as the electrode. Moreover, such a metal mask
electrode could be deposited onto flexible substrates, thus
being produced in roll to roll processes. This possibility is
under investigation.
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APPENDIX
Here we argue heuristically why, to find s for appropri-

ate field distributions within the device cavity, we can ad-
dress a reduced scalar 2D scattering problem. We start ob-
serving that, since we have an incident monochromatic plane
wave, we can suppose the temporal dependence exp�−i	t�
�	=kc�. Thus, the fields spatial part, say E�r� and H�r�, are
obtained from the set of time-independent Maxwell equa-
tions

� � E = + i	�0H � · H = 0,

� � H = − i	
0D � · E = 0. �1�

We recall that for the simpler situation we are analyzing �Fig.
5�a��, the propagating dielectric media is always taken as air.
Also, we do not consider a more detailed �microscopic� de-
scription of the holes.22 We just face them as diffraction slits,
assuming appropriate boundary conditions on the metal sur-
faces of the mask �likewise for the reflective plate, the top
electrode�.

From the system rectangular symmetry, a reasonable ap-
proximation is to assume that the fields are given by a certain
pattern in the x-z plane, multiplied by an “envelope” in the y
direction, which should present typical sinelike oscillations.
With this picture in mind, we expect to obtain the �almost�
ideal case by just focusing the optimization of the field dis-
tribution in the x-z plane. Possible changes in the ubiquitous
oscillatory behavior along y �through variations in s� cannot
improve the overall fields if the x-z profiles are far away
from their best configurations. Indeed, observe that the sys-
tem is fairly symmetric regarding the x and y directions.
Hence, if a given s improves the distribution in the x-z plane
�thus, somewhat along x�, it probably is already close to the
value leading to the most appropriate field profile along y.

So, for our purposes and under the above simplifying
assumptions, we can just disregard the field y dependence in
the Maxwell equations. In this case, Eq. �1� reduces30 to
independent scalar Helmholtz equations for both the electric
and magnetic field intensities, a very common situation, e.g.,
in 2D photonic crystals.31 Then, the resulting TE modes for
the electrical field correspond to the y component Ey�x ,z�,
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for which �2Ey�x ,z�+k2Ey�x ,z�=0 �k=2� /�� with the Di-
richlet boundary conditions in the metallic walls. By identi-
fying ��x ,z� with Ey�x ,z�, we end up exactly with the prob-
lem discussed in Sec. III.
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